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Introduction
• Teleclock is a unique time service for
transmission of digital time data via telephone
line.
• The main objective of Teleclock is that a user
having a telephone line or data enabled mobile
connection can have access to the Indian
Standard Time.
• There is requirement of Teleclock Transmitter
and Teleclock Receiver.

Teleclock Service Scheme

Transmitter

Receiver
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Delay Compensation
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Issues in Current Teleclock Service
• They can not be accessed or modified or
controlled via PC for any updation.
• The modem needs to be physically reset when
it hangs up.
• The Teleclock Data Format does not contain
information regarding the delay.
• There is no provision of setting up of the date
via Teleclock Service

Objectives
• Complete Automation of Teleclock Transmitter and
Teleclock Receiver.
• To determine and compensate the propagation delay
encountered in Teleclock service.
• To set the Date along with Time by transmitting MJD
value.
• To create a log book or counter in the transmitter to
register the number of hits made to the Teleclock
transmitter by various users.
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Experimental Setup

Teleclock Data Format
Phase Information

1200 Baud Rate

Second

Minute

Hour

Signature of Second, Minute & Hour respectively
Data for Second, Minute & Hour
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Modified Teleclock Data Format
Phase Information

9600 baud rate
Second

Minute

Hour

MJD(Modified Julian Date)

Signature of Second , Minute and Hour
Data for Second , Minute and Hour
Signature of Delay
Data for Delay

Modified Teleclock Data Format

Where:
5 Digits MJD value

“O” is the Phase Information
“S” is the signature of second
“K” is the signature of minute
“G” is the signature of hour
“D” is the signature of delay

Modified Julian Date
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Conclusion
•

For carring out communication without delay compensation , there is a
difference of 110ms.

•

The receiver takes 56ms for receiving and computing the data format.

•

The tranmitter takes 88ms to send the teleclock data to receiver and
receiving the phase information and then again sending the teleclock data
with the delay.

•

The total round trip delay comes to be 55ms.

•

1 PPS coming out from the transmitter and the receiver are in phase with a
jitter of -10ms to + 10ms.
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ABSTRACT
In this research, a protecting and monitoring system has been developed for the telephone speaking clock service. A multi-time source selecting and an equipment
backup mechanism were established against the link and the equipment failures. Aiming at the speaking clock input and output, capturing the on-time marker and
measuring its time error, recording the announce voice program were studied. Also, an alarm was studied for sending out an error message to alert operators if an
abnormal condition happens. In the system design, Unified Modeling Language (UML) notation tools were used to express basic concepts of the system
requirements. Data collected was analyzed, charts of the round-trip delay and the fluctuation were also plotted. The results could help the operator to keep the
service running smoothly and robustly.
1. INTRODUCTION
 In Taiwan, the speaking clock service can be reached
by dialing number ‘117’ on a telephone line.



 The speaking clock is synchronized with the standard
time, UTC(TL), by telephone dedicated lines.
 The service provides hundreds of thousands of
accesses everyday.
 Thus, developing the protecting and monitoring system
for the service is to be natural and right.





Figure 3. Protect Link Failure
transition diagram

2. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
 Basic structure of the system could look like in Figure 1.
 Figure 2. described the functional requirements of the
system from the user’s point.
 User case diagram
diagram, and state transition diagram were
used to express basic concepts.

The Protect
Th
P t t Link
Li k Failure
F il
use case
is state-dependent. So, it is
depicted on a state transition
diagram.
Three timing sources, IRIG-B,
NTP, and the System Time (OCXO
oscillator) are given with individual
operating priority
The MTSS should automatically
synchronize to these timing
sources in that priority. It smoothly
transits from one reference to the
next available if the higher priority
signal is lost or regained.

Figure 7. Conceptual model of our own WAVE format
and its contents









The Protect Equipment Failure
use case is state-dependent, too.
Two speaking clocks individually
doing in the on-line and the
backup state, were simultaneously
monitored by the IPC controller.
When the controller has found any
error from the on-line speaking
clock, then the backup one should
became the on-line system.



For the voice program recording, an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) is used to sample the analog
voltages.
The primary sampling data encoded to digital code is
a Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM) format.
Converting the PCM format into Waveform Audio File
Format (WAVE) could be necessary for easy replay.
Our WAVE suit is designed in Figure 7, one size is
about 7Kbytes.

Figure 4. Protect Equipment
Failure transition diagram

Figure 8. Function diagram of the alarm unit


Figure 1. Structure of the System





The protecting sub-system consists of a Multi-time Selecting
System (MTSS) and a speaking clock backup unit.
The monitor sub-system was needed to measure the
performance of the input and output on-time marker.
Data were saved into hard disks for tracing an event which
would be needed after day.
If abnormal signal is detected, an alarm send out to the
screen and operators over Internet and mobile phone.





Figure 5. Input monitor conceptual
model




Figure 2. User case model of the system




The speaking clock and operators are perform the role of
the user (event) for user cases diagram.
It has to react immediately to the external events in a
bounded time.
Five user cases are started by considering.

A pseudo counter is based on
IPC controller for acquiring input
data and doing subtraction from
the standard time.
Data were stored to the hard
disks.

Every 10 seconds, on-time marker
starts a hardware interruption and
executes a service routine for
calculating the time error.
The controller also executes an
application program to capture
and store the announce voice
program into hard disks.
Figure 6. Output monitor conceptual
model



An alarm occurring, If the input or the output time error
of the speaking clock is over ±100ms.
Then, a warning message is presented in the screen,
and also send out to the operators through the
GPRS/GSM mobile phone and the Internet E-mail.

3. RESULTS
Two histograms showing the input and output
conditions whose roundtrip delay are difference due
to different devices in transmission path.
 In
I normall condition,
diti
th significant
the
i ifi
t variation
i ti (3σ)
(3 )
was within ±84μs at the input; also, the variation
could be well beyond ±150μs at the output.
 It appears that results can show the performance
of this speaking clock service.

Figure 9.
9 Histogram of
input condition

Figure 10.
10 Histogram of
output condition

CONCLUSIONS
 In this research, a protecting and monitoring system has been developed for the speaking clock service to enhance its reliability and robustness.
The result, MEAN and VARIATION, could real help operator to make more informed error-processing decisions for keeping the service running smoothly.
 If the input or the output time error is over ±100ms, a warning message is sent out to the operators over the email and the mobile phone.
 We recommend that this monitoring experiments could be useful for measuring the time error if a time facility offers its information over a telephone line.
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Abstract
Due to prosperous developments of wireless telecommunication industries in Taiwan, the measurement and calibration need for
high frequency devices increase remarkably in recent years. For this purpose, TL purchased an Agilent E8257D microwave
synthesizer and an Agilent 53149A microwave counter in 2010, with both their external references fed by our national frequency
standard (H-maser clock). The system can then measure frequency signals ranging from 250 kHz to 40 GHz.
After practical tests, we found that the frequency resolution of our microwave counter is not enough for measuring DUTs with
p
performance
better than that of OCXO. The frequency
q
y resolution of commercial microwave counters are about 0.1~1.0 Hz,, which
means when carrier frequency is 1 GHz, a DUT with frequency accuracy better than 1.0E-9 may not be accurately measured, and the
value becomes 1.0E-10 when carrier frequency is 10 GHz.
The frequency down-convert technique using a microwave low noise mixer is then adopted, which generates resulting frequency
output below 300 MHz and makes our SR620 counter with better frequency resolution applicable. In actual tests, the SR620 could
reach a frequency resolution of 1.0E-4 Hz when a 10MHz down-converted frequency signal is measured. This method provides itself
as a better tool for measurements of high performance oscillators and meets our present domestic requirements.
1. Initiation of microwave frequency measurement capabilities at TL
 An Agilent E8257D microwave signal generator (250kHz~40GHz) and an Agilent 53149A
microwave counter (10Hz~46GHz) have been used since 2010 for measuring high frequency
devices.
External frequency references of these two instruments are provided by TL’s national
frequency standard (H-maser clock adjusted by micro-phase stepper ), which improve
frequency accuracy of the system from the degree of an OCXO (1.0E-8) to that of an atomic
clock (1.0E-13).

3. Establishment of TL’s microwave frequency measurement system
Following the idea of frequency down-convert technique, the microwave frequency
measurement system was established in the end of 2012 as shown in Fig.3.
Sometimes we shall use a spectrum analyzer to examine output signal of the mixer,
because in certain frequency
f
range, the leaks from
f
RF/LO
/ O inputs may excel the
supposed mixer’s output in power and blur the measurement result.

Due to limited frequency resolution of commercial microwave counter (0.1~1.0Hz),
including our 53149A one, DUT (device under test) with frequency accuracy better than an
OCXO may not be measured correctly.

Fig. 3. TL’s microwave frequency measurement
system using frequency down-convert
down convert technique

Fig. 4. A spectrum analyzer for examining
the mixer’s
mixer s output

4. Experimental Results of the measurement system
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a)Microwave signal generator Agilent E8257D and (b)Microwave counter Agilent 53149A

2. How does the frequency down-convert technique work ?
 The SR620 time interval counter is well-accepted in T&F laboratories in the world, and it
is also adopted at TL for frequency calibration services.

For a DUT with frequency accuracy recognizable by a Agilent 53149A, measurement
results from our frequency down-convert system show great accordance with those from
the microwave counter
For a DUT with superior performance (e.g. with external reference fed by a Cs clock),
the measurement system shows its excellent frequency stability. Allan Deviation from
measured frequency of 300MHz, 1GHz, 10GHz and 26.5GHz are shown in Fig.5.

A Marki low noise mixer, together with our Agilent E8257D are used to down-convert a
DUT’s microwave output to the frequency range below 300MHz, which is measurable for a
SR620 time interval counter.
In actual tests, the SR620 could reach a frequency resolution of 1.0E-4 Hz when a
10MHz down-converted
down converted frequency signal is measured
measured.
When a DUT’s output signal is lower than 1GHz, a LPF (low pass filter) is needed to
remove signal leaks from RF/LO inputs of the used mixer. This can prevent measurement
results from being contaminated.

DUT

f

Mixer
Std. Frequency

f <1.0GHz fa = 2.5MHz
fa

LPF

SR620

E8257D
f +fa

f >=1.0GHz
> 1.0GHz fa = 10MHz

Fig. 2. Block diagram of frequency down-convert technique

Fig. 5. Measurement results from a DUT with external reference fed by a Cs
clock. When τ =1 sec, Allan Deviation from measured frequency of 300MHz,
1GHz, 10GHz and 26.5GHz are all located at 4.0E-12~7.0E-12.

Discussion and Conclusion
TL has implemented a microwave frequency measurement system using frequency down-convert technique with reliability, high frequency
resolution and sufficient frequency stability.
The measurement system is noticeable not only in its better performance than that of its commercial counterparts but also in the lower price
for it to be implemented. Actually, the price of a commercial counter is about ten times the one for purchasing mixer and other devices.
The measurement range is 300MHz~26.5GHz now. The upper value may be pushed to 40GHz if necessary components are available.
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Abstract
The international reference time scales are based on clock comparisons among contributing laboratories coordinated by the Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) with time transfer methods using the global positioning) system and the technique of twoway satellite time and frequency transfer. Therefore, the BIPM is responsible for organizing time scale key comparisons of national
metrology institutes and will also support comparisons organized by regional metrology organizations. Meanwhile, the BIPM began a
pilot experiment in January 2012 aimed at providing access to UTC on a shorter-term time scale, i.e., rapid UTC (UTCr), and its offset
to the ultimate reference UTC remained within 2 ns. However, the latency of either 7 days for UTCr or 30 days for UTC is long if a
l
local
l time
i
scale
l maintained
i i d at a time
i
l b
laboratory
(i UTC(k)) needs
(i.e.
d to be
b steered.
d Therefore,
Th f
iti is
i better
b
to have
h
an reference
f
time
i
scale for the sake of in-time monitoring and steering UTC(k). This research will present a scheme to generate a multinational
reference paper time scale by utilizing daily ensemble clock data and GPS data of the above time laboratories. Based on integration
of the aforementioned data with a prediction approach, the reference paper time scale devised in this work can be generated.

Results

Scheme

Introduction
In the Asia-Pacific rim region, GPS links among four
laboratories, i.e., National Institute of Information and
Communications Technology of Japan (NICT), National
Time Service Center of China (NTSC), Korea Research
Institute of Standards and Science of Korea (KRISS),
and Telecommunication Laboratories of Taiwan (TL),
(TL)
have formed a time transfer network with dual-frequency
GPS.

GPS
network
SRT-CLKq,r

Weighting
Methodology

BIPM
Circular-T

Cesium Clocks

UTC-CLKq,r

yq,r ,Δyq,r ,ωq,r

Offset, Drift &
Weight

NICT

Predictor
Multinational time scale network
KRISS
NTSC

Recovery

NICT
TL

+

Clocks in
Laboratories

Process
[SRT-UTC(TL)]k
[SRT-UTC(NICT)]k
[SRT-UTC(NTSC)]k

A-STAR
GPS

yˆ k +1
yH

NICT
Offset Estimation

UTC(TL)-CLKH
Z-1

Weighting
Methodology

Predictor

Reference Paper
Time Scale

[SRT-UTC(TL)]k+1

Hydrogen Maser

KRISS

NTSC

TL

KRISS

NTSC

TL

Summary
A study to generate a multinational reference paper time scale was proposed
Utilizing the ensemble clock and GPS P3 data such as NICT, NTSC, KRISS and TL in the Asia-Pacific region
By integrating data with specific weighting methodology and referenced to a stable hydrogen maser, it can form a simulated reference time
scale (UTCp) to analyze the time difference with local UTC in real-time
The evaluation of relative performance between UTC(lab) and UTC/UTCr/UTCp were conducted in terms of time scale prediction and the
stability calculation
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Introduction
We examined a novel G
GPS
S common view calib
calibration
ation pprocedure
ocedu e by a 255 km baseline
GNSS time comparison experiment between the National standard time and frequency
Laboratory of Telecommunication Laboratories, TL, and the time and frequency laboratory of
Taipower Research Institute of Taiwan Power Company. A portable GNSS calibration station,
TLP1 which calibrated using the measurement of total delay(METODE) method by TL's
standard GNSS station, TWTF, will be used for calibrating the total delay of the GPS common
view station of Taipower, TPRI. The time scale comparison between TL and Taipower will both
compared by portable GNSS calibration station and a moving Symmetricom 5071a cesium
clock. Since the one day time instability of Symmetricom 5071a cesium clocks is around 0.5 ns,
and the standard deviation of very short baseline GPS common view and common clock test of
the portable GNSS calibration station is about 0.9 ns, we expect the standard deviation of the
double difference between GPS common view and moving cesium clock method will within or
around 1 ns.

z The Taiwan Power company need accurate time and frequency for developing Smart
Grid in Taiwan and other advantage Power system controlling.
z TaiPower Research Institute, TPRI, keeps the time and frequency standard of Taipower
z 25 km east away from TWTF
y
5071a steered by
y TSC4400 GPS
z Reference: TaiPower Standard Time,, Symmetricom
discipline system
z CGGTTS System: TFS TimeTrace II

Table 1. Reference Station and Calibrator
GPS Receiver

Model
Reference Station *TWTF
Ashtech ZXII3T

RT920012202

GPS antenna

ASH701945C_M SCIS

CR620012101

Antenna Cable
Reference Cable

Andrew FS‐J1

‐
‐

GNSS Receiver

DlyR(TPRI) (C1)
= REFGPSraw (TPRI) ‐ REFGPS(TLP1) = 219.3 ns, σ = 3.24 ns

SN

RG‐58x2
Calibrator Station TLP1
PolaRx4 Pro

3000965

GNSS antenna

CRG2‐DM‐mini‐GG

12061081

Antenna Cable

about 45m, (176.25ns)

Reference Cable

RG‐58x4
RG
58x4

‐

Time Interval Counter

SR‐620

3266

DlyL(TPRI, TWTF) (C1) = 219.3 ns – 372.1 ns = 152.8 ns

‐

UTC(TL) – TPRI Standard Time
= REFGPS(TWTF) ‐ REFGPS(TPRI)
= REFGPSraw(TWTF) ‐REFGPSraw(TPRI) – DlyL(TPRI, TWTF)

Total Delay calibration of TLP1
REFGPS(k,t) = REFGPSraw(k,t) ‐ DlyR(k,t)
CCD ProcessÆ
Total delay of TLP1 DlyR(TLP1, t0) = REFGPSraw(TLP1, t0) – REFGPS(TWTF , t0)
Link Delay DlyL(TLP1, TWTF, t0) = REFGPSraw(TLP1, t0) ‐ REFGPSraw(TWTF, t0)

Table 3. Uncertainty of the link TWTF‐TLP1

Table 2. Closure Test of TLP1

TLP1

Meas. Of 56461‐56467

c = uB of SR620 = 0.5 ns,
Total u < √(a2+b2+c2)

MJD

a. RMS of P3 AV w.r.t. Linear
fit function

56384

0.45 ns

0.50 ns

0.84 ns

56391

1.45 ns

0.30 ns

1.56 ns

56392

0.61 ns

0.47 ns

0.92 ns

56393

0.85 ns

0.39 ns

1.06 ns

Total

0.92 ns

0.42 ns

1.13 ns

b. σ of SR620 w.r.t linear fit
function (clk noise)

Meas. Of 56372

Conclusion

DlyR (ns)

StDev(ns)

DlyR (ns)

StDev(ns)

C1

183.14

0.47

183.28

0.42

z A METODE Calibrator TLP1 was used for calibrating the station TPRI.

P1

182.19

0.48

182.05

0.38

P2

188.65

0.61

188.64

0.48

z The traditional uncertainty budget includes GNSS ephemerid error, atmosphere effect, earth tides, antenna
error, and receiver error. The 1 σ uncertainty of the link TWTF-TLP1 is about 10.70 ns (TL Report, NSTFMSVP-RTFCS-002)
z In 25 km baseline test, results of P3 AV was consistent with SR620 within about 1.13 ns (1 σ).
z The ephemerid error, atmosphere effect, and earth tides of TLP1 and TWTF are correlative, most of them
will be vanished in common view process, we may overestimate the total uncertainty in traditional
uncertainty budget.
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Abstract
Precise time and frequency applications have been increasing sharply over the past few years. For calibration laboratories and
research instruments, it is necessary to be calibrated and periodically evaluated to ensure the accuracy and long term stability of their
time or frequency standard. In this paper, we propose a new remote time and frequency calibration system based on GPS common
view and all in view method [1][2] for the purpose of time synchronization and frequency syntonization. Experimental results show that
the combined expand time and frequency uncertainty of the proposed system with a coverage factor of k=2 are less than 35 ns and
13 after 1 day of averaging,
2 0x10-13
2.0x10
averaging respectively.
respectively
1. Introduction
There has been a rapid growth of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) applications .
Æ Applications range from use in navigation, telecommunications networks to timing
laboratories
Dominant wireless and power systems nowadays usually use highly accuracy oscillator as
PRC for synchronizing system network Æ Due to the lack of calibration and monitoring the
characteristic of the PRC, the system network will fail to be synchronized
Presently, GPS has become the primary system for distributing time and frequency [3] Æ
Making it possible to control oscillators, to synchronize clocks and calibrate clocks
A new remote time and frequency calibration system for the purpose of time
synchronization and frequency syntonization has been presented
Fig. 3. The demonstration of the proposed system.

Table I. The requirements of time and frequency accuracy for
the dominant wireless and power systems.
Application
GSM

Frequency
Accuracy

Time
Accuracy

5 x 10-8

N/A

3. System Performance Evaluation
 With the increasing demands of the

CDMA

5 x 10-8

1 μs(10μs
holdover)

WiMAX (FDD mode)

5 x 10-6

N/A

WiMAX (TDD mode)

5 x 10-6

1 μs(25μs
holdover)

 Precise synchronization and timing

LTE (FDD mode)

5 x 10-8

N/A

requirements for systems have

LTE (TDD mode)

10-8

5x

3μs inter-cell

Smart Grid DME

N/A

1ms

Smart Grid PMU

N/A

<1μs

reliable transmission of data and realtime service applications.

In order to verify the performance of the proposed system, a series of experiment
were performed, which are the near zero baseline test and long baseline experiments
The near zero baseline test using common view common clock method at
Telecommunication Laboratories (TL), the National Time and Frequency Standard
Laboratory of TL in Taiwan.
The long baseline experiment beyond 10,000 km between TL and Measurement
Standards Laboratory (MSL) in New Zealand, were also conducted

become more critical [1] [2]

2. System Architecture and Method

Table II. THE COMBINED EXPAND TIME
UNCERTAINTY OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

Table III. THE COMBINED EXPAND FREQUENCY
UNCERTAINTY OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system consists of GNSS receiver, time interval counter and dataprocessing unit as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The principle of proposed system is using GPS common-view or all-in-view to make time
and frequency transfer
S
ρ

S
S
S
S
S
K1
 The GPS observation models are describe as following Æ ΓK 1 = c + I K1 + TK 1 + δ K1 − δ + ε K1

The GPS common-view is that two local references are compared simultaneously with a
common satellite andS the difference of GPS observation between two sites is shown as
ρ
following Æ ΓKS1− K 2 = K 1− K 2 + I KS 1− K 2 + TKS1− K 2 + δ K 1− K 2 + ε KS 1− K 2
c

Fig. 1. The architecture of proposed system.

Fig. 2. GPS Common-View

Discussion and Conclusion
The work presented a new remote time and frequency calibration system for the purpose of time synchronization and frequency syntonization.
The proposed system can be used as remote time and frequency calibration and monitoring the characteristic of the PRC for wireless and
power system applications.
Moreover, it also provides unbroken time and frequency traceability link back SI through National Metrology Institute (NMI) TL in Taiwan.
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•Two reports on the experiences of BIPM calibrations,
•On-site GNSS receiver calibration demonstrations
•The draft protocol introduction, and
•Discussion session: reply the questions and comments raised by participants, and discuss the future plan for WG on GNSS.

Report of 2012 APMP/TCTF GNSS calibration exercise
H.T. Lin, J‐L Wang, Y‐J Huang, T‐Y Chiu, C‐S Liao, and F‐D Chu

TL

e-mail: linht@cht.com.tw

Telecommunication Laboratories, Chunghwa Telecom, Taiwan

Abstract
g
y
) time and frequency
q
y transfer is one of the most useful tools for remote clock comparisons.
p
(global navigation
satellite system)
GNSS (g
The CCTF recommendations of both 2009 and 2012 advised the importance of GNSS receiver calibration. Many APMP (Asia-Pacific
Metrology Programme) TCTF (Technical Committee on Time and Frequency) member institutes also showed their demands on
joining the GNSS receiver calibration campaigns. In order to promote the relevant affairs, APMP TCTF has proposed a GNSS
receiver calibration exercise, under the financial support of APMP, as the APMP 2012 TC initiative project. This exercise was
scheduled by the TCTF WG on GNSS, and held in conjunction with 2012 APMP TCTF meeting in Wellington, New Zealand.
Traveling Receivers Transportation and Measurement Scheme

traveling receivers

Total 4 Cases = 180 kg

On-Site Exercise

The agenda of this exercise includes: (1) two LAB reports on the experiences of BIPM calibrations, (2) on-site GNSS receiver
calibration demonstrations, (3) introduction of TCTF draft protocol, and (4) discussion session: reply the questions and
comments raised by participants, and discuss the future plan for WG on GNSS.
Numerical Results
Table-I Delay Segments of these four GNSS receivers
Z12T

TLP1

TLP2

Topcon Euro-80

Antenna cable delay

119.8

176.25

173.66

108.0

Internal delay (P1)

304.3

78.079

79.52

-

Internal delay (P2)

315.6

83.785

86.752

-

Internal delay (P3)

286.83

67.7

66.84

33.6

Reference delay

52.0

78.63

78.63

327.0

Total delay (P3)

354.63

165.32

161.87

-185.4

¾The Measurement results of UTC(TL)-CALR(MSL), using TLP1and TLP2,
show good consistency. The UTC(TL)-UTC(MSL) has the similar trend.
¾The bias between UTC(TL)-CALR(MSL) and UTC(TL)-UTC(MSL) may be
caused by the delay difference between CALR(MSL) and UTC(MSL).
¾The data can be utilized for Differential calibration and Link calibration
Fig. 1. P3 Measurement results of UTC(TL)‐CALR(MSL) and UTC(TL)‐UTC(MSL)
Conclusions

Generally speaking, this exercise is successful and is a good start of the follow-on APMP TCTF GNSS calibration campaigns. We
greatly appreciate the full support of MSL, New Zealand. In the discussion session, the TCTF members reached an agreement
that conducting further comparison round is very important. The recent development show that BIPM will prepare the policy and
guidelines for RMOs to conduct their own internal calibration campaigns. The APMP TCTF will continue to pay attention to future
development, and schedule the relevant calibration campaigns according the BIPM’s policy.
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